INTRODUCTION
he generation of extended stimulus 'movies' has been a constant challenge i to researchers interested in spatiotemporal phenomena. In the past, many ngenious solutions have been found. An early approach was to use a motion a a picture camera to do single-frame animation (e.g. Braunstein, 1976) . Nakayam nd Tyler (1981) produced continuous motion fields with amplitudes of less than n s one pixel-width by mixing signals from a sine-wave generator with the deflectio ignals applied to an oscilloscope. The introduction of digital frame buffer M displays permitted many advances to be made; summaries can be found in ulligan and Stone (1989) and Cox (1997) ; here we mention a few techniques m which are representative of the diversity of solutions. When the amount of video emory is larger than the display area, short sequences can be produced by s d preloading the frames into memory, and then quickly changing which part i isplayed. Frame buffer displays usually include a hardware color lookup table, t which maps 8 bit pixel values to red, green and blue (RGB) output levels; this able can be rewritten on a frame-by-frame basis to achieve a number of w animation effects. Mulligan and Stone (1989) 
A brief overview of M-JPEG video compression
The area of video compression standards is a confusing jungle of acronyms s and algorithms. The situation is further confused by the fact that hardware and oftware vendors are not compelled to make their products conform to the c standards. Another common situation is that a vendor will make arbitrary hoices for algorithm parameters not specified by the standard. The discussion in this paper will focus on typical current implementations. an be found elsewhere (Mitchell et al., 1997) . This paper will concentrate on o motion M-JPEG, although many of the considerations will be relevant for MPEG r other schemes.
Typical M-JPEG implementations
As stated above, most M-JPEG products perform both compression and process is analogous to the reduced chroma bandwidth in the NTSC forma Loughren, 1953; Hunt, 1987) , and its use is justified by the fact that human n ( spatial sensitivity is poorer for chromatic variation than for luminance variatio Hartridge, 1944 Hartridge, , 1945 McIlwain, 1952; van der Horst and Bouman, 1969 ; isually optimal quantization matrices for particular viewing conditions (Watson , a 1993 (Watson , a , 1994 Peterson et al., 1994; Solomon et al., 1994; Watson et al., 1994) nd - , r in each field, the negative JPEG error from the preceding field is introduced elying on the visual system's temporal integration to produce perceptual cancellation.
Mulligan -16 -M-JPEG compression ---------------------------------------------------figure 2 about here --------------------------------------------------
This process is illustrated by the diagram in Figure 2 , and described e i explicitly by the following equations. Let I ( t ) represent the input luminanc mage at time t , with D ( t ) the corresponding final displayed luminance image.
We define the process error E ( t ) as the difference of these: 
The error Q ( t ) to be 'diffused' to the next frame is the difference between the isplayed image and the intended image:
ote that the 'intended image' is not the input image I ( t ), but rather I ( t ) with . T the error diffusion correction included, but without compression artifacts herefore, in general E ( t ) ≠ Q ( t ). No correction for positional offsets due to interlacing was applied to these error images.
To illustrate the error diffusion process, a sequence was computed in which -
--------------------------------------------------figure 3 about here --------------------------------------------------
The curves in Figure 3 confirm what we can see in Figure 1 -
The preceding analysis is insufficient to fully describe the costs and benefits . Author has little or no direct experience with these products. 
